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Sails and Oars
From the Head Teacher
Dear Parents, Carers and Students,
I am pleased to introduce this latest edition
of Sails and Oars, our publication which aims
to share with you some of the very many
events and activities which have taken place
in and around school over recent weeks.
This edition in particular, showcases a raft of
additional activities involving our students
and staff, including numerous off-site trips
and visits which we have thankfully been able
to resume again this year, to a multitude of
vibrant artistic and dramatic performances
which have also taken place in school. As you
will see from the contents of this latest
publication, it has already been an
exceptionally busy autumn term, and one
that is only likely to continue in a similar vein
as we approach the festive Christmas period.
Aside from all of the enriching opportunities
showcased in this publication, it has also
been really pleasing to see so many of our
students working hard in their studies,
determined to make good academic
progress upon the back of all the disruption
that they have encountered during the
pandemic. It is hoped that the positive
approaches being shown by the vast majority
of our students will prove to be beneficial to
them as they progress through the year. Our
Year 11 students, for example, whom have
seen significant disruption to their learning in
Year 9, 10 and also in Year 11, are currently
showing a great attitude towards their
upcoming mock examinations, working hard

upon their revision and attending additional
study enrichment sessions each evening. I
hope that they excel in their exams as a
result.
As we continue to progress through this busy
autumn term, and with us quickly
approaching the much-awaited Christmas
holidays which are now only a couple of
weeks away, it is important that we all
continue to work hard and make the most of
the opportunities on offer. The autumn term
is due to end on Wednesday 22nd December
before we resume again for the start of the
spring term on Monday 10th January 2022,
and I will write to you separately in the
coming days with further detail upon the
arrangements for the end of term.
Finally, I hope you enjoy reading this latest
edition of Sails and Oars, and of learning
more about what has been going on in and
around our school community over recent
weeks, as well as what future opportunities
there may be in store during the coming
weeks and months
Thank you for your continued support.

Mr I. R. Irwin
Headteacher

Drama
Live Theatre has returned!
Well, what a fantastic term it has been! The
return to school in September was given the
tag line “Finding Your Voice Again” in Drama,
and we are pleased to announce that your
children have certainly been doing that. The
Simon Stephens Studio and the Dance-Drama
Studio have been ringing out with KS3
renditions of Michael Rosen’s The Car Trip,
Hansel and Gretel, Goldilocks and the Three
Bears, Blackout and Curious Incident of the
Dog in the Night-Time (adapted for stage by
… you’ve guessed it: Simon Stephens!). Ethan
and Ewan have been doing lighting for Y8
Pantos and learning how the lighting desk
works. Our KS3 students have made leaps in
confidence and creativity, which is testament
to their great resilience and passion for the
Arts.
Our Year 11 students have been working on
multiple scripts for GCSE. Just last week, they
performed their scripted pieces to camera,
ready to send off to be marked by AQA. They
performed extracts from: Macbeth, Punk
Rock, Blackout, Girls Like That, DNA, The
Crucible and Taste of Honey. We had 5
students doing design (costume, lighting and
set) and the standard of performance and
design was incredible. Mr Grzywna made the
design magic happen as usual; going up and
down ladders to hang set, adjust lights,
record performances and provide all the usual
creative advice. We were thrilled to host
parents to watch their pieces in the evening as
a full return to live performance in the Studio.
Thank you for your warm support parents – it

made such a difference to the students! PIC:
Connie C (Lady Macbeth) Alex O (set),
Tamarah S (costume) and Jacob B (lighting).
Our Year 10 GCSE students have been
preparing Romeo and Juliet, by William
Shakespeare. The performance is set in the
Traverse (catwalk formation) and has been
ably directed by Alice K (for her Gold Arts
Award), with sound design by Isaac M and Mr
Grzywna, costume by Lola P and lighting by
our Year 11s Jacob B (designer) and Sam P
(lighting tech). The production is in
conjunction with the National Theatre film and
resources; their education department is very
excited to see pictures of the performance.
Students have raised the bar and allowed
themselves to release their characters, as a
result of their stamina, commitment to lessons
and rehearsals and passion to make amazing
theatre.

2022
We will be releasing details of the next school
production after Christmas! It will be
performed in July 2022. Watch this space!

Theatre Trips
As theatres have been closed, we’ve had a lot of catching up to do! This season, we have been to
see Blood Brothers and Who Cares and are going to see The Lion the Witch and the Wardrobe,
School of Rock, Blood Brothers (again – by popular demand!) and The Curious Incident of the
Dog in the Night-Time. We are also taking 55 students on a residential to London to see Matilda,
The Harry Potter Studios and Hard Rock Café. There are still tickets left on Wisepay for Blood
Brothers and The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time; come and join us and have a
great night out at the theatre! Parents are welcome too!

Extra-Curricular
Our Performance Tech club meets on Mondays and is headed up by Mr Grzywna, who trains and
supports students in lighting and sound. Our students have been coming for weeks now, learning
about the Jester Console lighting desk, the sound board, multi-media projection and lights. We
have had many students go on to do lighting/sound as a career and this tech training is an essential
springboard in making that happen.
The Peace Egg plays. Mumming plays are an ancient festive tradition, being performed impromptu
in places of gathering. This year we are delighted to host, for the very first time: The Peace Egg. It is
a mumming play from STOCKPORT! Mr Tidy sourced the play for us and it is being shared with
parents on Dec 8th in the Simon Stephens Studio. There will also be Morris Dancing, provided by
our school Morris Side, The Stoconians. It is wonderful to see such ancient traditions being
preserved for the future. Tickets for the 8th December are available on Wisepay: come and see what
it is all about!
Another first this year is the Dr Who club. Many of you will know of modern Dr Who episodes on
BBC, but were you there for the first two episodes EVER broadcast in 1963? No matter if not, for our
Year 10s have been preparing them for your most excellent entertainment! An Unearthly Child and
The Cave of Skulls will be performed in the Simon Stephens Studio on December 15th: tickets are
available on Wisepay. Oh and just to remind you, we are dealing with proper Dr Who fans here: they
have even made the interior to the T.A.R.D.I.S. in Dr Who set design club! Y10s involved are; Niamh
L, Ben F, Chloe S (all Gold Arts Award) and Kal A.

Ghost Walk
On the 11th November we were pleased to host our annual Ghost
Walk in school, which was led by Sam P in Year 11 for his Gold
Arts Award. Ghost Walks in school actually originated in Stockport
School some years ago, and have now spread to other schools in
the borough and country: you saw it here first! Our desire to
constantly create innovative theatre has been in the hands of Sam
P as director and leader, and his vision was spooktacular indeed.
The story goes; a science experiment had gone slightly adrift
(courtesy of Dr Frank), opening a portal to the underworld. This
released all manner of mayhem and intrigue in the classrooms and
the corridors of the school. In numbers: 40 students performed, 12 staff supported and 70
unwitting victims (the audience) took part. Thank you to all, especially Sam P and his assistant
Izzy T for putting on a superb show. Thanks also to our brilliant student tech team, led by Mr
Grzywna, who provided the light/sound for the evening. PIC: Dr Frank’s (AKA Mr Stonehouse)
laboratory. Our fabulous Science Technicians set up Dr Frank's laboratory, complete with
illusions and (mild!) explosions!

Fundraising
In September this year, Anthony Jackson, a former pupil, passed away. He was an integral part of
the Arts, doing GCSE Art, appearing in Ratburger, Little Shop of Horrors and many other plays, and
doing set design and performance for his GCSE Drama choices. To commemorate Anthony, and his
lasting impact, we are making a donation to The British Heart Foundation from our ticket sales this
performance season. Many thanks to all those who have bought tickets or donated.

German
November is an exciting time in Germany. The 11th of November
marks not only the start of the silly Karneval season but also
Martinstag. On this day, many lantern processions take place in the
evening to celebrate St Martin. Our year 7s watched this video. It’s
all in German but they were able to understand the story well. How
do you do? Die Geschichte von St.Martin | WDR - YouTube

Kino Club – Friday lunch times

German Exchange Club

As the weather gets colder, now is the
perfect time to watch a film with your
friends. Come join us for our German
cinema club in 153 on Friday lunch times.

On Thursday 2nd December, some of our year 9 and
year 7 pupils took part in an online meet-up with our
partner school in Germany. We said hello and look
forward to sending our Christmas cards too.

Computer Science
Students in years 7 and 8 have been
developing their programming skills using the
BBC micro:bit and the Bit:Bot rover robot.
These are both simple easy to use devices for
students to begin their journey into the realm
of Computer Science and Robotics. The
micro:bit was developed back in 2016 through
a joint project between the BBC, Microsoft and
Lancaster University, with the aim of
introducing programming in a fun and
interactive way.

This year, students began their journey by
learning the basic functionality of the micro:bit,
including the use of all its onboard inputs and
outputs and how to use the Microsoft
MakeCode website to create scripts for the
device. Once the basics had been covered,
students initially wrote scripts that enabled the
Bit:Bot rover to draw simple lines and shapes
using the attached pen tool. They continued
their journey, exploring the wireless radio
capability of the micro:bit. They wrote scripts
that would turn one micro:bit into a transmitter
and another into a receiver/controller for the
Bit:Bot, in essence creating their very own
radio controlled robot. Some went a little
further, coding the LED’s to light up and
change as the Bit:Bot rover moved around
the room.
Their next challenge will involve writing
scripts that explore the additional input/
output devices found on the Bit:Bot to make
each one race around a pre-defined track the
fastest. Let’s see who rises to the challenge!

Geography
Well done to all students so far this term, the geography staff have been really pleased with your
effort. Here is a quick update of what we've been up to;
Year 7 have been studying a transition topic to help build both skill and knowledge of place.
Year 8 have continued their work on ecosystems focussing on tropical rainforests.
Year 10 have completed the climate change topic and now working through resource reliance in
preparation for the year 10 exam after Christmas.
Year 9 and Year 11 have been working hard following our trips to Castleton and Media City,
Salford. They analysed the data collected to build understanding of the geographical
investigation process. Please see some pictures below of the two trips.
Year 9 trip to Mam Tor and Castleton, Peak District (below) to Investigate : Is tourism sustainable
in an upland area?

Year 11 trip to Media city, Salford (below) to investigate whether the economic hub has mitigated
the challenges within an urban area?

Geography enrichment
Please can we remind all students of the amazing enrichment
opportunities within Geography;
Eco schools - open to all - Blue Tuesday lunchtime - N1
Geography club - Year 7- Friday Lunchtime- N2
Geography homework club- open to all- Blue Wednesday after
school N1 and Red Tuesday Lunchtime N4
Year 11 revision - Red Wednesday after school - N1,N2,N3,N4
Year 10 revision - Blue Wednesday after school - N2, N4

Music
The music department are very excited to be
able to announce some up coming events. It
has been two years since our last concert, but
we now have the green light to be able to get
back to live performances. Students and staff
simply cannot wait to show what they have
been working on.
The first event took place on Wednesday 1st
December - the Year 7 Concert and House
Competition. Year 7 classes have been busy
preparing their whole class form songs for the
evening and it was a sell out for both the X
side concert at 5pm and the Y side at 7pm.
Class songs range from Rick Astley and Bob
Marley to Bill Withers and Oasis. A big well
done to the thirty students who auditioned for
solo spots. We had a tricky decision choosing
our 12 soloists. Congratulations to Maisie C,
April C-S, Emil C, Daisy C-W, Isla D, Miguel G,
Elodie L, Brodie M, Erin P, Ruby R, Bobby S and
Jenny W who will represent their form and
houses on the night.
Our second event is a Winter Concert in
January. It was scheduled for Tuesday 21st
December but due to a busy year 11 mock
period and the proximity of the event to
Christmas day it’s postponed. (The odd
Christmas piece may still make an appearance
due to all the hard work that has already been

put into preparing for it). The concert will be a
celebration of all the musical talent across all
year groups and will feature performances from
our Tuesday night band, guitar group and
Wednesday night singing club. Instrumental
and vocal soloists are busy planning a range of
music for the night and we will be putting
tickets on sale shortly. We look forward to
sharing all the wonderful photos of these events
in future publications.

Science
We would like to start with a huge thank you to students for starting the year with a great attitude
to learning both in school and independently through Century Tech. We have had a busy half
term in science; students have had a wide variety of opportunities through their classwork and
enrichment!

Year 7

Year 8

Year 9

What have we been studying?

What is coming next…

7A: Cells, tissues, organs and systems

7B: Sexual reproduction in animals

7E: Mixtures and separation

7F: Acids & Alkalis

7I: Energy
8A: Food and nutrition

7J: current electricity
8B: Plants and their reproduction

8E: Combustion

8F: The periodic table

8I: Fluids

8J: Light

Core practical skills
9A: Genetics and Evolution

Biology core practical skills
9B: Plant growth

9E: Making materials

9F: Reactivity

9I: Forces and motion
B2: Cells and Control

9J: Force fields and electromagnets
B3: Genetics

Year 10 4: Structure and bonding
P4: Waves
B7 Animal coordination, control and
Year 11

homeostasis
14: Rates of reaction
P10 Electricity & circuits

5: Acids
P5: Light and the electromagnetic spectrum
B8: Exchange and transport in animals
15: Energy changes
16: fuels
P10 Electricity & circuits
P11: Static electricity (triple only)

Remember resources for all of these topics can be found on firefly. In key stage 3 topics A, E,
I are all in block 1. Topics B, F, J are all in block 2. You can find the resources by navigating the
following links:
Year 7: https://stockport.fireflycloud.net/science/year-7
Year 8: https://stockport.fireflycloud.net/science/year-8
Year 9: https://stockport.fireflycloud.net/science/year-9
GCSE combined science: https://stockport.fireflycloud.net/science/gcse-combined-science
GCSE triple science: https://stockport.fireflycloud.net/science/gcse-separate-sciences-triple

Century Stars
It is becoming more and more evident that students who engage with
Century are making more progress in science. With this in mind, we
would like to congratulate our Century Stars who have
shown extra commitment this past half-term.
Year 7

Year 8

Year 9

Year 10

Year 11

Caitlyn S
Leighton H
Giorgia N
Amy S

Matteo S
Lily W
Logan B
Josh O

Katie D
Jasmine I
Declan C
Summer M

Alice K
Maddie H
Rachel S
Rhys M

Kira H
Ava H
Annie S
Justine E

Enrichment
As always, the science department has been offering a huge variety of enrichment opportunities
for students this half term! At key stage 4 we have been offering students revision enrichment
sessions to prepare them for their upcoming mock exams and to prove their independent learning
skills. We have taken a broader approach with key stage 3 students and allowed them to explore
learning in science that does not always fit within the curriculum. Have a read of the exciting things
we have been up to outside of the classroom below.

Science and Art
Students in year 9 have been attending the science and art enrichment activity run on a Blue
Wednesday by Mr Griffith and Mrs Simpson. Students have been mixing different aspects of
science to create a beautiful piece of work that is now on display in the science corridor. Students
used chromatography to recreate the solar system, inspired by the visitors mentioned below. The
students have really worked hard to use skills they have been developing in both science and art
to create a really beautiful display!

Science Club
Year 7 Science Club have been busy this half term. In preparation for the arrival of the moon rocks
(see below), students were completing a project on space. They completed research and created
posters and models with some of their findings. Students also had the opportunity to study the
moon rocks in more detail during their fortnightly club. More recently our students have been
looking into the sugar content of fizzy drinks, and were horrified at the sticky mess left behind
when they evaporated off the water! In the coming weeks they will be putting their engineering
skills to the test to see who can build the largest tower out of straws.

Moon Rocks
We have had some very exciting visitors to the
science department during the past half term!
Stockport Science teachers organised for
pieces of the moon to be brought into school.
Students across
the school had the
opportunity to
pause their
learning and
interact with
samples collected during the Apollo missions 50 years ago!
They observed the differences between the samples of rock collected
from the moon and earth. We even had some martian meteors that
were billions of years old in school. Students really enjoyed the
opportunity to hold actual pieces of the moon, a real out of this world
opportunity!

English
Year 11 War Talk
Year 11 were introduced to Sergeant Lomas from the Army at the start of this half term; Sergeant
Lomas came into school to talk directly to year 11 about his experiences with war in Iraq and
Afghanistan. Students are currently studying the AQA Poetry Anthology, based on the themes of
power and conflict. Having studied some poems specifically about experiences in wars such as
World War 1 and the Iraq war, the English department invited Sergeant Lomas to support
student's understanding of the realities of war. The students were respectful when listening to
Sergeant Lomas' stories and asked him a number of questions in order to gain an insight into
what he went through. Students later discussed the experience with their teachers - we hope this
has helped students to become more aware of how a soldier might feel and react in different
war-like situations, which can help them write their essays for the exam, but ultimately develop
their understanding of humanity. The English department at Stockport School would like to thank
Sergeant Lomas for his time and commitment.

Year 8 Creative Writing on the theme of animals
The Panther
My home was paradise,
But now it's almost gone ,
A frightening sound far away ,
Scares everyone .
This sound it seems to stalk me ,
Like i would stalk my prey,
The jungle is all i know ,
I can't live another way.
My black and beautiful body ,
My killer emerald eyes,
my cunning and my strength ,
May not enough to survive.
I hunt for a reason ,
I kill so i can feed ,
I’ve lived this way for a thousand
years ,
But you destroy for greed.
Lohan B

Mia B

Meow

The Eagle

Cheerful and content lying like a loaf of bread
A comfy couch to rest its fuzzy head.
Sleeping there with lines of gold
Projected on by the sun so bold.
Its brilliant black fur with specks of white
Was beautifully groomed without a fight
Its small pink nose soft as a pillow
The texture of an old great willow
When it’s done it will awake
Fur as fluffy as a cake
Longing to go outside
And show all the others its great pride
Or maybe it could grab a snack
Go for a walk and then come back.
Sunbathe in the shining bright
Until the day turns into night
It could just lie there calm and peaceful
Hiding from dogs who charge like bulls.
Find its owner and have pets
Forgetting all about the nasty vets
Seek a chair to scratch its side
Opening its green eyes so very wide
Listening for the slightest of sound
To let it know its owner is bound
It had finally decided
To lay there undivided
There are many pets such as mice and rats
But the best ones of all are always cats
By Jayden
O
(dedicated
to “Bane”)

Bailey D

The Komodo Dragon
It lives on an island in the Indian ocean,
A cold-blooded reptile that shows no emotion.
With a long flat head and large muscular tail,
It measures an impressive 10 feet in scale.
With bowed out legs that house sharp claws,
It has sharp teeth hidden in its jaws.
Weighing 300 pounds,
it’s a docile creature,
But the venom in its
teeth gives it a special
feature.
It likes to eat meat,
Cats, pigs and deer are
its favourite treat.
But small children can
also be at risk,
If it decides to be brisk!
Finlay B

The Snake
Shining serpent in the sun
With her scales glistening
against the sand
Her eyes shifting left to right
Laser sharp to find her prey
Her prey so tiny, unaware and innocent
What’s it ever done to deserve it’s fate
It opens it’s mouth to devour it’s victim
Like it’s an inmate in a prison

Alex W

Slowly wriggling down it’s throat
Like an elevator in a skyscraper
Inside the snake’s acidic walls
It devours it’s evening meal
She tunnels her way under the dune
Searching for her hidden lair
Ready for her gentle rest
Somewhere soft to rest her head.
Josh O

Year 7 - Excellent homework projects
Last half term, Year 7 students completed a homework project based on classic children's books.
The standard of work was extremely high and here are some examples of the fantastic work. Well
done to Archie D, Ebony C, Leo B, Emma L, Lily H, Riley D all in 7M, Princess P (7T), Rhiannon F
(7R), and Amelia E and Izzy R in 7V.

History
We would like to wish all our students, parents, carers and families a warm welcome back to
school, now that we have completed the first half term. We would like to thank all our history
students for their dedication and hard work so far this this year, and to parents and carers for
supporting the students, since our return in summer.
Our Year 7 and Year 8 groups have been set the challenge of a creative history project to
complete this half term. The tasks have been added to Firefly. Completing this project we are
expecting creative projects that demonstrate not only students history knowledge, but also
presentational flare. Therefore, students will be rewarded according to how much effort is put
in. Go and be creative year 7 and year 8.
We would also like to wish our Y11’s the very best of luck as they approach their mock exams
during December.

History student shout-out
Congratulations to the following students for a great start, positive attitude and enthusiasm.
Libby B (Y7) Poppy NH (Y7) Giorgia N (Y7) Arthur T (Y8) Ava H (Y8), Harris K (Y8), Callum H (Y9),
Grace T (Y9), Matilda W (Y9), Eleanor H (Y9), Erin R (Y9), Ruby S (Y9), Jia X (Y9), Arwa D (Y9),
Jacob B (Y9), Gwen F (Y9), Rowan M (Y9), Hannah J (Y9) Sam H (Y9) Harrison M (Y9) Holly P
(Y9), Claudia A (Y9) Eleanor T (Y9) Jessica R (Y9), Finley B (Y10), Georgie W (Y10), Rachel S (Y10)
Jasmine L (Y10) Herbie W (Y10)
Max W (Y10), Max C (Y11), Isobel C (Y10). Izzy T (Y11) Mia B (Y11) Evie B (Y11) Josh M (Y11) Lucy
A (Y11).

Local History
We have included some links to some local activities which students and families may be
interested in as we approach December and the festive period.
The Manchester Evening News has published a comprehensive list of festive events taking place
throughout December. The link is below (there are many more ideas and places to visit on the
website)
https://www.manchestereveningnews.co.uk/whats-on/family-kids-news/christmas-events-kidsmanchester-2021-22217981
Particular highlights with a local history theme include:
Lightopia, Heaton Park
Heaton Park's massive light and lantern festival is returning this winter with a new Christmas show.
The brand new illuminated trail - A Christmas Fantasy - will feature interactive lights, lanterns and
installations. Visitors will enter through the Gate of Guardians to find a land of shimmering
walkways, projections and glittering lights.New attractions for 2021 will include a Magic Circus
display, with illusions and clowns and magicians, and a Time Travel zone with holographic time
portals and colourful glowing tunnels. Over by the Grade I-listed Heaton Hall, a 9ft Christmas tree
will be installed, alongside a giant bauble that visitors can walk inside.

Father Christmas Experience at Wythenshawe Hall, Manchester
A 'specially created Christmas experience' is coming to Wythenshawe Hall this
festive season.In partnership with Sneaky Experience, the 'never seen before interactive
experience' promises to take visitors on 'a magical journey of storytelling and festive
imagination'. Join The Wythenshawe Elves as they lead you on 'an enchanting interactive tour'
around their workshop, plus a sneaky behind the scenes visit to ‘The Jolly Elf' Tavern where you
can join the Elves and Mrs Claus in some Christmas cheer before your special meeting with the
big man himself.
Christmas at Dunham Massey
One of the most popular festive events for families is Christmas at Dunham Massey, a spectacular
magical lights trail. Returning for a fifth year, the winter trail has quickly established itself as a
family tradition. If you’ve been before, you’ll recognise some of the favourites, including the
larger-than-life glittering deer and the towering walk-through Tunnel of Light twinkling with
thousands of pea-lights.

Above Are an Example of the Festive Lights at Dunham Massey.

20 Delightful Historical Facts About December
Here are a number of interesting and unusual facts about the month of December.
You may wish to research and discuss some of these examples together and learn all about the
origins of this festive month and even some knowledgeable history facts.
Sitting between November and January, December is the twelfth and final month of the
Gregorian calendar. December on the whole is almost completely focused on different holiday
customs and traditions, and festiveness. The time of the year when winter has finally arrived, we
wrap up warm and find our hats, scarves and gloves.
December was one of the original months in the ancient Roman calendar, which was in use from
around 750 BC until 45 BC. In this original Roman calendar, December was actually the tenth
month. This placement actually makes a lot more sense for December, as this month’s name
translates into “tenth month”.

In December 1901, a little magic came into the world along with the birth of Walt Disney. Disney
released his first cartoon, featuring Mickey Mouse, called Steamboat Willie at the age of 27. The
Disney empire grew in size with the construction of Disneyland and DisneyWorld in the USA and
various other Disney theme parks globally. Today Disney is a common word in households
around the world due to the number of books, cartoons, films, and other forms of entertainment
created by the Walt Disney Company.
The Anglo-Saxons originally had their own names for the month of December. One of these
names was “Winter Monath”, which translates into “Winter Month”
December 1896, saw the death of the Nobel Prize’s namesake, Alfred Nobel. In Nobel’s will, he
declared that his wealth be used to give awards to members of society who show great
achievement in the advancement of humanity. Some of the most famous Nobel prize recipients
include Albert Einstein, Marie Curie, Martin Luther King Jr., and Mother Theresa.
A second name that the Anglo-Saxons had for December was “Yule Monath”, which relates to
the custom of burning a Yule log during this month, as a part of the pagan Yule celebrations.
While many of the Yule practices have been lost over time, some of them such as burning a Yule
log are still celebrated in various parts of the world today.
The Bill of Rights came into effect on December 15, 1791. The Bill of Rights included the first ten
amendments to the US constitution, rights which are said to be the pillars of modern US society
and government.
The WW2 Battle of the Bulge began in December 1944, a last-ditch counter-offensive by
German forces in the Ardennes Forest, to the southeast of modern-day Belgium. By the time
the German forces were defeated the number of casualties was astronomically high, with
130,000 German and 77,000 Allied casualties.
The full moon in December has been traditionally referred to as the Full Cold
Moon unsurprisingly, it is named this way because the cold winter months follow it.
December 28th has been considered to be the unluckiest day of the year for thousands of years.
Up until relatively recently it was considered unlucky to start work, set sail on new ventures, or
generally do anything on this day.
On December 30, 1803, the United States of America essentially doubled in size when it
formally took control of Louisiana. The US bought the territory of Louisiana, from France through
the Louisiana Purchase, costing the US government $15 million.
There are many other holidays spread throughout December, some of them are religious
holidays, and some are a little less serious. December 6th is St. Nicholas’ day, which some may
know as the original Santa Claus. December 8th celebrates National Brownie Day (US), while
December 15th is National Cupcake Day (US). December 21st is the Winter Solstice, which marks
the longest night of the year and is astronomically the beginning of winter.

The House System
Everyone who joins Stockport School, all staff, governors and students
becomes a member of one of five Houses and part of our school
community.
For students, each year group is split into 10 forms (named after famous
artists) and the form name determines which House they belong to:

The House
Championship
The 4 areas or ‘shields’
that the Championship
Cup is broken down into
are:

RED HOUSE = Klee and Van Gogh
ORANGE HOUSE = Monet and Turner
BLUE HOUSE = Escher and Picasso

House
Points

GREEN HOUSE = Da Vinci and Riley
YELLOW HOUSE = Goldsworthy and Lowry
To encourage and foster a positive praise and reward culture at Stockport
School, House points (more about these later!) form the backbone of our
praise and reward system.
The Stockport School House Championship Cup is awarded to the House
with the overall highest number of House points which have been
obtained by winning points (separate from students’ achievement points)
each half-term, from the Attendance, Curriculum Activities, House Points
and Sports shields.

Curriculum
activities

Therefore, each academic year, each House will be competing over the 3
terms (6 half-terms) for The Stockport School House Championship Cup
and with that, comes a prize for each member of the winning House; such
as an off timetable afternoon out of school at no cost to themselves.
•
•

Positive Achievement Points can be awarded to students by any
member of staff in the form of achievement points.

Attendance

The achievement points awarded to students for positive behaviours
will add 1, 2 or 3 (and in exceptional cases 4 or 5) points to their
personal total and also contribute to the running total of each

The Stockport School House Championship Cup is awarded to the House
with the overall highest number of House points which have been
obtained by winning points (separate from students’ achievement points)
each half-term, from the Attendance, Curriculum Activities, House Points
and Sports shields.

Sports

Therefore, each academic year, each House will be competing over the 3
terms (6 half-terms) for The Stockport School House Championship Cup
and with that, comes a prize for each member of the winning House; such
as an off timetable afternoon out of school at no cost to themselves.
Sails and Oars is a monthly publication by Stockport School. For information or contributions,
please contact sailsandoars@stockport.stockport.sch.uk

